THE FUTURE
		IS SMART.

FEINGUSS
IS noW SMARTguSS.

We live in fast times. Extremely fast times. Innovations come and
go. Those who wish to prevail require paradigm shifts. They cannot
limit themselves to simply doing the right thing. Instead, they
need to concentrate on doing the right thing correctly.
In short: They need to be smart.
As a quality provider of complex investment casting products
from Germany, we have recognized the sign of the times. We do
not simply rest on our laurels. We want to achieve more than
just manufacturing high-quality products. Which is why we are
rethinking things. Doing the right thing correctly. And have turned
Feinguss into SMARTGUSS.

THIS IS SMARTguSS.
SMARTGUSS is the idea of a unique complete package consisting of
excellent products, superior service, outstanding know-how and a
proactive partnership.
SMARTGUSS is the promise of refining existing knowledge, collecting
new knowledge, and bringing one’s own abilities to a whole new level
each and every day.
SMARTGUSS is a pledge to advise you even better, to make you even
more efficient and to take you even further.
In short: To make you smart together with us.

SMART partner.
We count numerous international companies among our
clients. With good reason: We possess in-depth industry
knowledge – and guarantee comprehensive guidance,
from the idea to the finalization of each project.
We make these industries smart:
//Automation
//Energy technology
//Food technology
//Mechanical engineering
//Pharmaceutical, medical,
and rehabilitation technology
//Packaging technology
//Automotive

smart produCTS.
Making you even more successful – that is our goal.
Highly innovative products that are unparalleled with
regard to variety, quality, and cost effectiveness.
Our smart product portfolio for you:
//Intelligent investment casting solutions
//Client-oriented large- and small-scale production
//Complex, ready-to-install prefabricated components
//Tailored custom solutions

smart know-how.
For more than five decades, we have been a leading global provider
of investment casting products. Our secret: No matter how complex an
idea or project is – thanks to our in-depth expertise and experience,
we always find an optimal solution.
This smart know-how awaits you:
//Leader in precision casting for over 50 years
//Globally unique development expertise
//Top-notch problem-solving competency
//Perfect combination of creativity and precision
//The most economical solutions

smart service.
Your satisfaction is our top priority. That is why we make no
compromise when it comes to service: With a constant stream
of new offerings, we ensure that you are able to concentrate
on your own tasks.
Smart services we offer you:
//Quote within 48 hours
//Personal on-site appointments
//Digital Twin for more efficiency
//Information on delivery status
//Custom delivery terms
//BLANK-ID for seamless traceability

smart team.
Whether you are an apprentice, master craftsman,
warehousing specialist or developmental engineer – our
over 600 employees live and breathe precision casting.
Each day, they contribute their outstanding know-how
and their collective experience to ensure that only the
best-quality products are manufactured and to help
you achieve your goal: Success.

For more information, please visit
www.smartguss.com
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